
‘Making art is not the matter of a
moment ,and nor is making an

exhibition ;curating follows art’.

THE INDIAN PUBLIC SCHOOL,COIMBATORE
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ART EXPO
Green Vibes Only! - A motto that is currently etched on to

everyone's hearts at KG Tatabad. Titled ' Echoes of Nature '

the theme for this year's Arts Expo is Conservation of Nature.

A subject that is need of the hour and imperative for the little

ones to understand and act upon it. Right from protection of

wildlife, embracing nature, addressing climatic changes,our

TIPSCIANS took it upon themselves to get down to the bottom

of it all. The entire campus was atmospheric to sync with the

theme. The corridors & pod areas resembled that of a Tropical

rain forest. 

SPARK PLUG

The objective of the Arts Expo was

to instill the love for nature and

to be proactive towards achieving

it apart from showcasing their

creativity in the field of Arts &

Craft. 

TIPSCIANS believe in creating a happy and

healthy world around us, hence crafted

out beautiful art work which is

ecofriendly.Natural materials such as

wood, jute, and cotton were used that not

only makes the products environment-

friendly but also gives a unique look and

feel. Children prepared projects that

covered topics such as Weather,

biodiversity, living & non-living things,

healthy eating habits, recycling etc.

It was overwhelming to see

the kindergarten children

take over the centre stage

to confidently brainstorm

ideas to protect nature!

TIPSCIAN ,truly a global

citizen!



 The school's commitment to
student well-being is outstanding.
The supportive and friendly
environment is greatly
appreciated. My kid feels safe and
children are thriving in their
classrooms with teachers who
genuinely shower their love & care.

We are impressed with your curriculum & teaching
methods which are different from other schools. Well
planned worksheets for practice makes my child think
beyond prescribed Textbooks. I’d like to take this
privilege to congratulate the management of the
School for their endless efforts.

PARENT CHRONICLE
‘Behind every young child who believes

in himself is a parent who believed
first’.

Matthew Jacobson

Thank you for having me over
for the book reading. It was a

pleasure to be among-st
endearing tiny tots. Looking

forward to more such
enriching experiences

Children are
made readers
on the laps of
their parents’



Some of them brought
watches, watermelon, water

bottles as a reflection of their
understanding children could
easily sort the object which

had “w” sound.

POCKET PHONICS
Phonics can benefit students overall
pronunciation,a basic understanding of language
and long term communication skills. Phonics
education also makes learning a fun and
effective process. It is an important tool for
children to develop reading skills.
Overtime,children are able to turn up into fluent
readers.

The sound of the letter ‘w’ was introduced in a
fun way.
A small story and jolly phonics song was sung as
activities children were asked to choose
the objects which had “w” sound by exploring
their classroom. 



LEARNING CURVE

Weather is the mix of events that happen each day in our atmosphere.
Weather is unique indifferent parts of the world and changes over minutes,

hours, days. It is indeed an very interesting topic to learn and explore
.Weather can be cloudy, sunny, rainy, stormy or clear. It is a part of the

natural phenomenon which maintains the equilibrium in the atmosphere. 

Children learnt about the valuable
weather safety tips specifically
customized to windy, rainy, cloud,
storm and sunny day, ensuring
they can enjoy these days while
reducing risks and staying
protected by wearing sleeveless
dress, stay hydrated, umbrellas,
sun protection and sun glasses
during sunny days. Umbrellas,
sweater, drink hot water, rain boot
and raincoats during rainy day.
Lightning Awareness, Flood Safety
programs instruct kids to avoid
open fields, hilltops, and high
ground during thunderstorms. By
educating children about weather
safety, we give them the required
knowledge and abilities to
properly handle different weather
conditionsWe at TIPS believe that sharing these

safety tips with children is important
because it allows them to make
educated decisions and minimize
risks, regardless of whether they are
exposed to windy, sunny, rain, or
thunder stormy day



HEALTH AND WELLNESS

“Eating is a necessity but
cooking is an art”.

One of the best activities that our
young TIPSCIANS love is the
cookery!
What can be more empowering and
exciting that to whip up a tasty meal
for our friends and loved ones. Even
better if it is a sweet dish.That’s
right. Kaaji kathli wins the vote for
the most favorite dish this time.
Playing with textures and flavors to
create a yummy dish- All kudos to
the little master chefs in the
making!



Uriyadithal is a traditional and famous game
that is celebrated in various parts of

Tamilnadu as a part of Pongal celebration.

Your paragraph text

POTPOURRI

The festival is marked with colorful kolam artwork. Kolam
is a form of traditional decorative art that is drawn by

using rice flour often along with natural or synthetic colo
powders. It celebrates the harvest and the cooking

symbolizes the transformation of the gift of agriculture
into nourishment for the gods and the community.

Your paragraph text

We conduct   Thirukkural
competition and speech

competition for students.

To highlight the Pongal
festival, our school students

performed kummi dance,
karagattam poikkal kuthirai,

villuppattu.

 It's that time of the year to celebrate one of the most colourful festivals
-  Pongal  !. Our little ones set their best foot forward in the week long
celebrations! Beginning with the customary 'Molappaari' - an activity where
seeds are planted days ahead of the festival. This symbolises growth &
prosperity for one and all ,at the same time learning about plants !

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kolam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rice_flour
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agriculture
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